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Summary
The ski n is a multicellular organ comprising different cells necessary for responding to intracell ular
and extracellular signals coming from the interior and exterior environment.
This celi communication network appears essential to regulate its own 1ife and development acting
as a biologie regulatory language by the use of peptide messengers.
These macromolecular peptides represent the biochemical expression to coordinate the immune and
endocrine systems linking each other to the biological activities of the skin by the nervous system.
For ali these reasons, at leve! of cosmeceutica1 formu lations, the NICE (Nervous, Immune,
Cutaneous, Endocrine) approach has been developed to experirnentally demonstrate how these four
systems work ali together to give us the desired global wellness and beauty.
This is the future challenge in the actual global and transformi ng society, where health and beauty
concem become the ongoing goals for an ageing population .

Riassunto
La cute è un organo multicellulare organizzato con diverse tipologie di cellule necessarie per interpretare i molteplici segnali provenienti dall 'ambiente sia esterno che interno dal quale è circondato .
Q uesta struttura di comunicazione risulta fondamentale per regolare Io sviluppo e la vita cellulare
attraverso il linguaggio biologico interpretato dai peptidi messaggeri. Questi peptidi traducono in
messaggi l'espressione biochimica delle emozioni e svolgono un ruolo fondamentale nel coordinare
tutte le attività svolte dai sistemi endocrino ed immune collegandoli entrambi alle attività biologiche
della cute attraverso l'azione del sistema nervoso. Per tutti questi motivi è stato sviluppato
l'approccio formulativo NICE per dimostrare come l' uso di particolari cosmetici appositamente formu lati potrebbero darci il benessere e la bellezza globale a cui aspiriamo, attraverso l'atti vazione di
questi quattro sistemi (nervoso, immune, cutaneo ed endocrino). Questa è la sfida futura di una società in continua evoluzione, dove la ricerca della salute e della bellezza sono richieste a gran voce da
una popolazione che invecchia sempre di più ma vuole apparire giovane.
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INTRODUCTION
Ageing may be regarded as a cellular process
that, partly genetically determined, is influenced
by endogenous and exogenous wear and tear.
Characterised by a decrease in functional capacity and increased susceptibility to certain diseases
and environmental insults it includes skin changes such as wrinkling, lax ity, dryness, generai
thinning , and a flattening of the dermal/epidermal interface (1). Many of the skin
collagen bundles appear, in fact, atrophic and
elastic fibres are fewer and fragmented (Fig. 1).
Thus, for formulating and producing anti-ageing
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cosmeceuticals and nutraceuticals capable of
rejuvenating the skin, it should be necessary to
know the intimate organisation of this important
organ and, therefore, the global life-cycle of al!
its cells (2-4).

The skin
The skin is a multicellular organ compn smg
three distinct major compartments: the epidermis, dermis and hypodermis (Fig. 2) (5).
It has blood and nerve systems and contains
many related appendages, some of which have
an opening to its surface, such as pilosebaceous
units and eccrine glands.
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Fig. 1 Yo1111g ski11 reveals a balanced compositiOll a11d disrriburion of kerarinocyres of rhe 11111/rilayered epidermis (E) a11d a
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SKIN COMPONENTS ANO FUNCTIONS PERFORMED
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSAULT
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Fig. 2 Skin componellls and functions perfonned.

The epidermis contains three main celi types: the
keratinocyte, the rnelanocyte and the Langerhans
celi. Keratinocytes, continually migrating from
the basement membrane (basai cells) differentiate themselves as outermost corneocytes which,
embedded in lipid lamellae, give rise to the stratum corneum (SC). This dynarnic structure,
adapting to any environmental condition, represents the skin defensive barrier (6, 7). A nother
major characteristic conceming the epidermis is
that its cells can produce the cytokine-rnessengers (signals), following stimulation. In this way
it represents a key part of the body's early signal
responses(8).
The derrnis is a composite system of insoluble

fibrils, col lagen and elastin, ernbedded in soluble
polymers (proteoglycans and hyaluronan)
which, binding a vaste amounts of water helps to
regolate cellular growth, adhesion, migration
and differentiation.
The hypodermis (subcutaneous tissue) , as adipose fatty layer, is composed mainly of tryglicerides (fatty acids) and represents a potential e nergy store. Moreover, it provides insulation against
the cold , maintaining body temperature and the
enzymatic function. The exact composition of fatty
acids reflects diet and environmental conditions.
The skin's homeostatic centrai mechanism is
represented by a complex network of cytokines
(peptidesmessengers) rnediating interactions
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between res ident keratinocytes, Langerhans
cells, T-lymphocytes, neutrophils and macrophages. Cytokines may be produced by many target
cells and these may exert an effect on many celi
types, binding to specific celi surface receptors.
This peptide activates the surface receptor proteins which, acting as intracellular signaJs, alter
the behaviour of the target celi.

lntercellular signals
Target ce!ls use various intrace lluJar mechanisms, includ ing feedback loops, to adj ust the
ways in which they respond to extracellular
signals. The positive feedback loops can help
cells to respond in an ali-or-none fashi on to a
graduall y increasing concentratio n of extracellular signals or to convert a short-Iasting signal

into a longlasting one, or even to give irreversible responses. A delayed negative feedback
allows cells to desensitise the signal mo lecules ,
enabling them to respond to small changes in the
concentration of the signal molecule, over a
large concentration range. Thus, for cells to function properly, they must organise themselves in
space and internet mechanically with their environment. Moreover they have to be able to rearrange their internal components as they grow,
di vide, and adapt to changing circumstances.
This cell's comrnun ication network is, therefore,
essential to regulate its own deve lopme nt
through a bidirectional way of different signals,
which means that cytokines can be regarded as
the alphabet of the biologie regul atory language
(Fig. 3) (8-10).

Fig. 3 Bi-directional com1111111icario11 sysrems between '111111011 celi a11d body: 8 0110111-up a11d top-down.
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It has been shown that the cells may communicate in three different ways:
•By chemical compounds acting as sig nals for
distance cells.
• By signal molecules associated with their own
celi membrane, capable of influencing all the
cells contacting.
•By gap junctions directly formed with the
other cells' cytoplasm (Fig . 4).
However, the chemical signal expresses itself in
the following three ways:
• The majority of cells secrete one or more chemical signals, acting as locai chemical medi ator.
• Specialised endocrine cells secrete hormones,
travelling through the blood flux.
• Nervous cells act Iocally through their neurotransmitters.

Both endocrine and nervous cells are highly specialised uni ts, capable of coordinating at long
distance billions of other body cells, including
those in skin. However, about 60/70 macromolecules, defined as hormones, neurotransmitters ,
growth factors etc., belong to a unique fa mily of
peptide messengers (1 I -13), and ali these messengers link together accross the nervous, immune and endocrine systems.
T hese peptides represent the biochemical
expression of the emotions and have a fundamental role to coordinate ali the activity of the
immune and endocrine systems, and also integrating ali the menta!, emotional and bio logica!
activities of the skin (Fig . 5) .

o
11tact
Fig. 4 The signals as intercellular communicarion .
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Fig . 5 The peptide-messengers.

NICE Approach
For ali these reasons, at the level of "cosmenutri-ceutical" formul ations, the NICE approach
has been developed to experimentall y demonstrate how the ne rvous, immune, cutaneous a nd
endocrine syste ms ali work together to give us
the desired global wellness and beauty ( 14, 15) .
Ap art from the well known anatomical connections, many other functional links exist connecting the skin with the nervous sys te m.
Vasodilatation , sebum secretion, perspiration, and
erection of hair are thus regulated by d ifferent
neuromediators activated by the nervous system
and the skin's surveillance signals.
New studies have shown that the immune syste m
is directly connected with the e ndocrine system ,
which send signals to the nervous system and the
skin system , defendi ng it from the environmental insults (16- 19).
The majority of chemical signals (peptides)
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influence in different ways any target celi , modifyi ng protein synthesis, or producing new, proteins in accordance with the specific replies from
different protein receptors. These sig nals may be
represented by hydro or lipo-solu ble molecules .
The hydrosoluble mo lecules may struggle to
penetrate through the cellular lipidic membrane,
o nly linking the mselves to specific superficial
protein receptors (18, 19) while the liposoluble
molecules penetrate quickly, directly acting in
the celi cytosol.
Furthermore progression from a n indifferentiated stem celi that, for example, has no specific
function to a fully functional ne rvous, immune,
cutaneous or endocrine celi , involves a complex
cocktail of che micals (20, 21).

TMC Approach
The theory of ying-yang used to explain the
cause of diseases of human body, was the most
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significant concept that reflected the phylosophic thinking of people in ancient China,
The sages in ancients believed that the heaven
and the earth have formed a big universe wh ile
the human body itself has constructed a small
uni verse, The big universe and the small uni verse comrnunicate and internet with each other.
According to the idea of cultivating health in the
fo ur seasons, ali things begin to sprout in Spring,
grow in Summer, ripen in Autumn , and store up
in Winter.
Such an analogy was used quite often in the
medicai books completed in different dynasties
in Chinese history especially in establishing the
theory and developing the therapeutic methods
ofTCM,
Interaction between the heavens and human
beings is therefore , an important part in the framework of Chinese people's th inking, as the
interactions between our skin cells and the environment has been recognized fundamental from
Western medicine for the wellbeing of our body,
In TCM cutaneous, endocrine, immune, and nervous systems though possessing their own characteristics, are interrelated to each other also,
Thus similarity between the NICE and the TMC
appoach to form ulate innovative neurocosmetics,

Celi organisafion
The celi is organised as a closed feedback loop
responding to internal and external environment
(19-22). Each celi has a membrane containing a
cellular fluid, organised as a molecular soup and
composed of nutritive chemicals, necessary to
make ali the other components (23 , 24),
Suspended in the intracellular fluid there are: the
celi nucleus, which is represented by a high
number of little factory-centres where the basic
components of the celi structures are made; it
also contains many other specialised centres
(organelles) (25). The most important organelles

are necessary to store raw materials, recycle
metabolites, and/or produce energy to support ali
the cell's necessities. In a similar way to that of
a single celi, these organelles are ali surrounded
by membranes selecting, from its cytoplasm ,
each ingredient that is coming in or going out
(26-28), In particular, the celi membrane accepts
the incoming of the nutritive ingredients, eli minating the rejected items (29).
The celi nucleus contains DNA molecules with
genetic information , and RNA messengers,
made from DNA, to give information to the production centres (30). Thus, the genetic information is transferred from DNA to the system capable of producing the celi proteins by the activity
of the RNA messenger. In every gene is written
the instruction to make a protein.
The nuclear genome ("genome" represents the
tota! genetic content of the set of chromososmes
in a nucleus or in an organelle) is subdivided into
chromosomes, the molecul ar vehicles, enabling
the sets of genes to be duplicated.
The backbone of each chromosome is a linear
piece of DNA , containing thousands of genes
from 30 to 60,000 genes! Thirty-thousand are in
a continuous activity, and they have the capacity
to regulate the sole activity and functionality of
the intelligent protein molecules. Other 30,000
genes, named AVATAR are only of necessary
support as controller.
These genes regulate and contra i the regular
transcription of the informations. Within the
nucleus there is a mininucleus, the nucleolus, a
ribosome producing factory , processing and
assembling RNAs , RNA-processing enzymes,
ribosoma! proteins, etc. The factory-centres
(organelles) of granular compositions are complex catalytic machines, the ribosomes, made
from more than 50 different proteins and severa!
RNA molecules, in which protein synthesis is
performed, These comprise the structural proteins and the enzymes necessary to promote ali
the cellular processes .
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In every celi there are about 5 ,000 factoryprod ucing centres (31) .
Other flattened membrane-encl osed compartments, called cisternae (Golg i apparatus), are
storage bags resembling a stack of pita breads.
Into these bags are stored different cellular products which are classified , stocked, and mailed
to the final destination. The recycl ing centres
(lysosomes) are organelles containing enzymes
capable of digesting nutritive ingredients, damaged components of the celi , and many molecules
no longer used . The catabolised single elements
are then recycled to make new cellular components (32, 34).
The electrical locations (mitochondria and peroxisomes) are necessary for the cellular breathing.
The cells use oxygen to reduce the organic molecules in C02 and H 20. The released energy,
coming out during this process, is fixed on special molecular energy-carriers to be used for ali
the other cellular processes (cellular metabolism). These electrical locations have their own
genetic materiai and may produce independently
from the cell reproductive processes.
Nucleolus

In summary, into every celi it is possible to
distinguish (Fig. 6) the cytoplasm, or cellular
tluid; the nucleus and nucleolus, ribosome-producing factories , where RNAs are produced and
other RNA-protein complexes are assembled.
The e ndoplasmatic reticulum (ER), a membrane
organelle in which proteins and carbohydrates
are processed, is a structure organised into a netli ke labyrinth of branching turbules and flattened
sacks that extends throughout the cytosol. The
Golgi apparatus, special storage-bags where
sugar nucleotides and glycoproteins (proteoglycans) are processed and generated, is also a
dispatching station for products of the ER. The
mitochondrion that is centrai energy source contains mitochondrial DNA and ribosomes, and
houses protein synthesis generating ATP
(Adenosi netriphosphate) from the oxidation of
food molecules. The peroxisomes, sites of oxygen
uti lisation , perform the oxidative functions not
taken by mjtochondria. The lysosomes are membrane-enclosed compartments filled with soluble
hydrolytic enzymes that recycle many ingredients,
controlling digestion of macromolecules.
Nuclear Envelope
(Protective Membrane)

Cytosol
(motecular soup of nutritive materials)

Peroxisome
Nucleous
(DNA-RNA&
Genetic lnfonnations Container

Lysosome
(reclclyng centre)

Ribosomes
(Proleins & RNAs Factory)

Golgi Apparatus
(storage bags)

Endoplasmatic Reticulum
(lipids and major pro1eins factory)

Cell Membrane
(protective-covering selecting chemicals)

F ig. 6 The celi autopoietic activiry.
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They represent meeting places where severa!
streams of intracellular traffic converge (35 , 36).
The cellular global pattern is, however, very
complex because of ali the cellular components
interconnected with each other by a feedback
loop in a net involving thousands of processes.
Thus, a common aim in skin biology is to understand the function of genes within a particular
pathway (developmental and metabolic) , their
contribution to how skin and the connected tissues /organs work, and what it is that makes o ne
ski n or tissue celi different fro m another.
C oming back to the NICE concept, ali the body
cells and therefore the cells of the skin, are connected with the brai n structure. The human brain
is estimated to contain 50- I 00 bili ion nerve cells
or ne urons, a nd these cells pass signaJs to each
other via synaptic connections . One reason the
brain functions in such a subtle manner lies in
the way messages pass from neuron to neuron.
C he mical signals (ne urotrans mitters) trave I,
fro m one ne rve celi to another across a gap or
sy napse . Once the molecule locks into the recipient neuron , the chemical can decay, hav ing
done its job, and the electrical message continues on its way. The synapses number as many
as 1000 trillion! (Fig . 7)

As we have seen elsewhe re, there are many other
mo lecular players in volved in the development
of the skin cells, for example the immune and
e ndocrine systems. In this way the intercellular
complexity increases expone ntially if we think
the modality by which ali the cellular components are interconnected with each other in a
very large unique net, involving thousands of
diffe re nt processes (37-39).
To understand the cellular a nd intercellular networks, we try to imag ine a single net.

Autopoietic organisation
DNA of the celi nucleus produces molecules of
RNA , which in turn contain the informati on
necessary to produce proteins, enzymes included. Some of these enzymes are specialised to
select, take off, a nd replace damaged ele me nts of
DNA. On the other ha nd, DNA produces RNA,
which gives the instructions to the producingfac tories to generate the enzymes necessary fo r
repairing DNA (Fig. 8). Thus, each component
of this net contributes to produce or transform
other cellular compo ne nts by a mechanism of
autopoiesis (40-42).

Fig. 7 The elecrrical messages 1hro11gh rhe synapses.
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Fig. 8 DNA -rhe molecu/e of /ife.

To complete this picture it is necessary to add
other cellular basic elements necessary to produce DNA , RNA, and the relative enzymes that are
the centrals of energy, coming from the sugars
breakdown , indispensable to ali the productive
processes.
In conclusion, each component of the celi net
contributes to produce and transform other components of the same network by an autopoietic
mechanism.
In any way, autopoiesis is the li ving mechanism
of the human body and ali of its components,
comprising the skin and of course, ali the cells,
which reacts to environment aggressions continuously modifying its own structure under the
influence of the nervous, immune, cutaneous
and endocrine system (NICE). Therefore, the
skin interchanged energy and the ingredients
taken from food and from the cosmetic products,
must help to modulate celi organisation and rebalance its global structure. Of course, ali the
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cosmetic ingredients should not negatively interfere with the skin components, but help their
metabolic productive processes. Multifunctional
cosmetic ingred ients have to create a seemingly
infini te number of possibilities for development
pathways in skin systems. Given the complex
nature of humans, understanding ali the skin
structure activities is often perplex ing. The key
to interpreting the skin's activities lies within the
real knowledge of neuroscience, immunology,
endocrinology, and more specificall y within
what is known about the skin and cosmetic
science.
In an effort to evaluate the role it plays in connection with other body networks, such as the
nervous, immune, and endocrine systems, the
skin organisation at the anatomica!, physiological and functional leve!, is of great importance to
understanding its fundamental functions.
Similarly, the deep knowledge of the cosmetic
ingredients' mechan ism of action, together with
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the activity of the used vehicles to trap and deliver them through the skin layers , are of fundamental importance to understanding how they
may interact with the everyday celi life.
How to correct or contro ] the celi dynamic is ,
therefore , essential to cosmetic efficacy and
safety (43-46) .
Thus, for example, specific studies should help
take the potential of genomics to identify the
regulators controlling specific genes . Genomics is
the study of the workings of the complex web of
genes a nd the factors that regulate them . Each celi
has j ust one genome, but with that one genome it
can cope w ith multiple challenges with other
cells . Genes are constantly being switched on and
off, and the molecules that switc h genes are called genetic regulators or transcription factors.
These transc ription factors bind to pa.rticulate
sites on a chromosome to turn nearby genes on or
off. The conseque nt pattern of gene activity is,
thus, responsible for the celi developme nt, function , and response to environmental challenges
and stimuli. M alfunction or good performance in
this system can cause disease or wellness (47-49).
For ali these reasons it is necessary to better
understand the mechanisms governing the celi
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life a nd the skin as an organ.

Genome informafion
The celi types in a multicellular organism , as in
humans , become diffe re nt from one another
because they synthesise and accumulate d iffere nt sets of RNA and protein molecules .
Their DNA has a centrai role in defining the
seque ntial programme of development, calling
genes into action at specific ti mes and places ,
accord ing to the pattern of gene expression prese nt in each celi at the previous development
stage (50-52).
Sequences of simple signals, acting at di fferent
tissues and places in growing celi arrays, give
rise to the intricate and varied mul ticell ular organisms. The genome of each celi contains in its
DNA sequence the info rmation to make many
thousands of d ifferent protein and RNA molecules, so that its seque nci ng provides an understanding of the genes' necessities (53). A celi typically ex presses only a fraction of its genes, and the
d iffe re nt types of celi , in mu lticellular organisms
ar ise because different sets of genes are expressed (Fig . 9) .
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Moreover, cells can change the pattern of genes
they express in response to changes in their environment, such as signals from other cells. In any
way many processes are common to ali the cells
that have many proteins in common. These
include the structural proteins of chromosomes,
RNA, polymerases, DNA repair enzymes, ribosoma! proteins, enzymes involved in the centrai
reactions of metabolism, and many of the proteins that form the cytoskeleton (54) .
The organism's DNA encodes ali of the RNA
and protein molecules required to construct its
cells, so that ali the celi types become different
from one another. They synthesise and accumulate differe nt sets of RNA and protein molecules,
thus becoming dramatically different in both
structure and function. Therefore, this celi differentiation generally depends on changes in gene
expression rather than on any changes in the
nucleotide sequence of the cell's genome, according with our knowledge today. This is the reason why progress in science is often driven by
advances in technology.

Living cells dea/ information
The complexity of humans depends, however,
on a remarkable feature of the genetic contro!
system. Cells memorise the genes a cell expresses, and the way it behaves depends on the cell's
past as well as the present environment. All the
different cells maintain their specialised characters not because they continually receive the
same instructions from the surrounding , but
because they retain a record of signals their
ancestors received in early embryonic development (55-57).
Living cells, like computers, deal in information,
storing their hereditary information in the form
of double-stranded molecules of DNA-long
unbranched paired polymer chains, formed of
four types of monomers. These monomers are
strung together in a long linear sequence that
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encodes the genetic information, just as in a
computer file.
To carry out its information-bearing function,
DNA must do more than copy itself. It must also
express its information, by letting it carry out the
synthesis of other molecules in the celi. This
occurs by a mechanism leading first and foremost to the production of two other key classes
of polymers: RNAs and proteins. The process
begins with a template polymerisation called
transcripti on, in wh ich segments of DNA
sequences are used as templates fo r the synthesis
of shorter molecules of the closely-related polymer ribonucleic acid, RNA. Later, in the more
complex process of translation, many of these
RNA molecules di rect the synthesis of polymers
of a radically different chemical class; the proteins.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion , there are many biochemical pro-

cesses that occur outside and inside the cells .
Membranes bind the enzymes, which catabolise
the metabolic processes of lipids and the ox idative phosphorylation process, necessary for ATP
synthesis at the level of mitochondria. The endoplasmatic reticulum (RE) is the producer of
almost ali celi lipids, as well as of many proteins
synthesised into its own cytosol.
The synthesis and catabolism of signal molecules are regulated by many enzymes capable of
synthesising some lipids and/or amino acids.
However, ali these processes are organised and
enclosed in the genome of DNA (58). Thus, the
amino acid sequence dictates, for example, how
each protein folds to give a specific molecule.
But when a celi makes a particular protein, it
must decode accurately the corresponding
region of the genome. Moreover, additional
information encoded in DNA ofthe genome specifies exactly when and in which celi type each
gene is to be expressed into protein. And since
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equilibrium. W hen these processes stop, celi
proteins are the main constituents of cells, the
decoding of the genome determ ines not only the
stop to li ve. In our body there is, in fac t, a large
size, shape, b iochemical properties, and behafami ly of peptides whic h , acting as molecular
viour of cells, but also the distributive features of messengers and signals, establish a unique net of
every species on Earth.
communication among ali the cells.
In th is way every cosmetic product applied to the
Coming back to the skin, the epidermis is a selfrenewing tissue in which a loss of cells from the
skin should act not only at the leve) of the lipid
SC is balanced by celi growth in the Stratum
lamellae and corneocytes, but should also have
basale (deeper layer before dermis), governed by
the capacity of generating a global wellness,
involving the complex chemical net of peptides
continuous cell-signals, energy consumption and
ali around the body ( 14 , 15, 22).
nutrients supported by the derm is.
The innovative nutricosmetics of the last generaIn summary, the most impo11ant factor in deveti on have to give the skin ali the elements necesloping an innovative cosmetic product is recosary for its survival , but they also have to be
gn ising that innovation is not an isolated activicapable of ameliorating its state of health ,
ty. It is both the resu lt and driver of knowledge
decreasi ng skin ageing as much more possible.
on skin science between cosmetic chemists, and
Through the new era of the NICE-TCM approa l! the more important, scientists of the biologica! and medicai comm unity.
ach will be possible to achieve this ambitious
Every day o ur society becomes older, a nd seeks
goal.
to rejuvenate in a short time looking forever youSkin !ife and energy management is a delicate
thfu l. So, the focus should be on the production
balance between intake rate of production and
of innovative cosmetic products caractherized
use and storage in the celi of fatty acids, amino
for a higher quality, efficacy, and safety for
acids, polypeptides and proteins, sugar and polyhuman body and the environment.
g lucosides, and water. Many aspects of skin I ife
have been d iscovered, wh ile the fondamenta! Thus, the major trend , influencing the future persona! care market, will be to obtain health and
mechan ism of the feedback loop of cells remains
beauty from outside and inside by the contempodeeply myste rious. We are able to contro! the
rary use of cosmeceuticals and nutraceuticals
growth of different skin cells in culture, but stili
now we cannot see what is happening in the skin
based on the new NICEffMC approach (59-62).
at cellular level.
But for obtai ning these innovative products it
wi ll be necessary to consider the complexity of
Thus , we are a long way from bei ng able to
mimic the complexity of the signals, and feedthe skin connected with the music of the human
back messages interchanged among the skin and
genes, the har mony of the body cells, and the
sy mphony of their organ isation. Therefore, by
other cells of our body. In conclusion , we do not
know the mechanisms regenerating the systemic
the union of selected active ingredients and a
biologica! management and , thus, the celi autowell balanced carrier and an adeguate study propoiesis, at the base of the body and skin homeo- ject to contro) the efficacy and safety of the final
formulation product, it will be possible to realistasis.
However, we know that the autopoietic mechase a harmonic musical composition (the cosmetic product) capable of playing in unison with the
nism regul ating the body's skin cells is due to a
symphonic organisation of the human cells, prosum of continuous interrelations between different anabolic and catabolic processes, so that ducing emotions, beauty and wellness.
cells and tissues are always in a state of dynamic
In conclusion, the strategy of ali cosmetic manu-
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facturing companies should be to promote their
own innovation by an appropriate management
(Fig. 10) and the free movement of their research
professionals, together with a significant increase in R&D spending. This is the future challenge
in the actual global and transforming society,
where health and beauty concern become the
ongoing quest for an ageing population.

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
(process)

Fig. 10 Management of innovation.
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